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What is DEMO-4 Professional
DEMO (Design and Engineering Methodology for Organisations) offers a unique and indispensable frame of
mind at a time when AI and Machine Learning are increasingly defining parts of decision-making processes
in ever larger and opaque networks. As a result, people's responsibility is diluted and curtailed, and citizens,
entrepreneurs and customers get completely lost.
DEMO is the leading methodology in the field of Enterprise Engineering (EE), in which an organization is
primarily regarded as a purposefully designed system. Changing an organization therefore means
redesigning and redesigning it. Only in this way can unity and cohesion be obtained and maintained. The
DEMO-4 Professional training trains you in depth in your profession and provides a solid methodological
foundation for this.
The training design is problem-driven with a lot of emphasis on practice; everyday, from day 1, you work on
your own case, which you work out in all 4 DEMO models iteratively and spirally deepen. The problem-driven
approach allows you to use this training to gain more clarity and guidance on a case from your own work
environment. In addition, you will receive 1 hour of personal coaching by a DEMO Lecturer on your own case.
With this personal case you will also be prepared for your (oral) exam DEMO-4 Professional, which you can
take within a few weeks if desired.

Who should attend DEMO-4 Professional
The DEMO-4 Professional training is intended for professionals in the field of organisation and ICT, who want
to be more in-depth trained in their profession, and who in particular are looking for a solid methodological
foundation of this.
For example, you are working as:

Enterprise or business architect,
Business- or information analyst,
Solution architect



Product Owner,
Information Manager,
Process Manager,
Quality Manager

Prerequisites

There are no admission requirements for a training DEMO-4 Professional. Anyone with common sense and an
open mind (and some experience with organizational change) is able to follow the training successfully.
In addition to 4 contact days, keep in mind there are also 4 homework days.

Objectives

At the end of this course:

Are you familiar with the Enterprise Engineering discipline;
Can you create a DEMO Collaboration, Process, Fact and Action Model of a well-defined casestudy;
Can you use Organisational Essence Revelation (OER) as an app approach to creating these models;
Do you have insight into the positioning of DEMO in relation to other methods and approaches, such
as Agile, Lean,Six Sigma, BPMN, Archimate,NIAM, ORM, etc;
Are you ready to take DEMO-4 Professional exam.

The DEMO-4 Professional exam is not included in this training. If you want to book the exam, do so through
the Enterprise Engineering instute (EEi).



If a third-party copyright applies to this course, you will find the copyright on
https://academy.capgemini.nl/en/topic/trademarks/

Capgemini Academy’s general terms and conditions are applied to all products and services
mentioned within this document. For the latest version please check
https://academy.capgemini.com/. The rates of products and services mentioned in this document
are subject to change. For the most recent rates, please also visit our website.

About Capgemini Academy

Capgemini Academy’s professionals offer what people in IT need. Our professionals have a keen
eye for motivation, talent and are aware of specific contexts and circumstances. They move people
to move. Programmes and courses that originate from daily experience of our both didactical and
substantively strong trainers, light a fire within the individual IT professionals.
Real life stories of our professionals’ experience that tell how to solve problems and work with the
people around it, do the rest.

An organization, like ours, helps people and their organizations day by day to get the best out of
themselves and each other. We prepare them to defy tomorrow’s challenges. We stimulate learning
and curiosity. In order for individual IT professionals and their employers, to build better, longer and
more intensive relationships. For mutual benefit.

Capgemini Academy. We transform IT professionals
academy.capgemini.nl
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